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COMMENTARY

Electronic clinical practice guidelines: current status and
future prospects in Hong Kong

Clinical decision support (CDS) systems are software
programs that are designed to help in clinical decision-
making by matching characteristics of individual patients
to a computerised knowledge base, thereby customising
assessments and treatment recommendations. A useful CDS
system should enhance the medical workflow by providing
relevant information, organising data in a useful way, and
performing analysis in response to new data.1,2 The objective
of a CDS system is—by its integration into a clinical
information system—to improve the quality of medical care
and the clinical outcome by providing ‘just-in-time’
information and advice at the point of care. Clinical decision
support systems may thus help in various aspects of patient
management by providing diagnostic3 and therapeutic or
management support. Functions include the creation of alerts
to inappropriate prescriptions and to abnormal biochemical
laboratory, radiology, or pathology results, and provision
of electronic clinical practice guidelines (eCPGs) that give
patient-specific evidence-based recommendations.

Clinical practice guidelines

Clinicians are faced with overwhelming amounts of rapidly
changing medical information. Hence, the use of CPGs
derived from evidence-based clinical trials can reduce
inappropriate variations in practice and foster best practice,
thus improving the quality of health care and controlling
costs. Clinical practice guidelines are widely distributed and
easily accessible online; yet, adherence to CPGs remains
suboptimal, perhaps because of information overload and
heavy clinical workload.4,5 A meta-analysis of randomised
controlled trials of physician reminders has shown that
eCPGs are effective when recommendations are patient-
specific, are delivered at the point of care, and require an
acknowledgement.5

Designing electronic clinical practice guidelines

Textual or narrative forms of CPG are available for many
clinical conditions. To computerise CPGs, several variables
warrant consideration.

Clinical setting
Wide variations in work practices mean that eCPGs are
applied differently in different settings: implementing eCPGs
in the out-patient clinic is likely to be very different to
implementing eCPGs in the in-patient setting. For example,
a trial of computer reminders to implement preventive care
guidelines among hospitalised patients failed to increase the
actual provision of preventive care, because physicians
considered the out-patient rather than in-patient setting to
be the appropriate place for the delivery of preventive care.6

Target group
Targeting the right clinicians is also very important. For
instance, providing computerised heart failure CPGs to a
cardiologist may result merely in substantial obtrusion in
the workflow because of frequent eCPG reminder prompts
with information already well known to the cardiologist.
In contrast, junior doctors and non-specialists may find
eCPGs more useful and may be more receptive to their
implementation.

Format
Clinical practice guidelines may be in the form of algorithm,
flowchart, checklist, or reminder. The algorithm and
flowchart are capable of representing more complex
guidelines, while the checklist and reminder are more
suitable for simple guidelines.

Active or passive systems
In an ‘active’ system, eCPGs are automatically invoked in
response to input clinical data or electronic orders. In a
‘passive’ system, eCPGs will be triggered only on request—
for example, by providing a link to a website containing
eCPGs such as the United States National Guideline Clear-
inghouse (www.guidelines.gov) or the United Kingdom
National Institute for Clinical Excellence (www.nice.org.uk).

Computerisation of clinical practice guidelines

Computerising evidence-based management algorithms is
an attractive approach to generating and using eCPGs. The
successful use of eCPGs requires formal structured repre-
sentation and unambiguous interpretation.7 Most CPGs,
however, are written in unstructured narrative form. In an
effort to computerise a guideline for the treatment of heart
failure, several obstacles were observed.8 Firstly, the
definition of heart failure relied on an echocardiographic
criterion (the ejection fraction), which was not routinely used
in the study institute. Secondly, some definitions were not
clear-cut. For example, systolic dysfunction was defined as
an “ejection fraction of <35%-40%”; a computer would not
have been able to deal with an ejection fraction of, say, 38%.
Thirdly, the algorithm branch points were not precise
enough—for example, physicians were advised to modify
therapy if symptoms deteriorated or if side-effects occurred,
but it was not specified what constituted a side-effect or
deterioration in symptoms. Fourthly, co-morbid medical
illness and concurrent medications were not catered for by
the system. Successful computerisation of algorithm-type
CPGs requires further research.9

In contrast, eCPGs in the form of reminders have been
successful. Multiple randomised controlled trials have
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confirmed that computerised reminders increase the deliv-
ery of preventive care in the out-patient setting.5,10,11 A
randomised controlled trial implementing four rule-based
computer reminders for preventive care showed significant
increase in the delivery of preventive care.12 These systems
use Arden Syntax,7,13,14 which is designed to model the
knowledge required to make medical decisions and is most
suited for the generation of single-decision alerts and
reminders.

Future challenges

In the future, structured authoring (tools that allow non-
programmers to create eCPG),6 structured data entry,15 and
unambiguous specification of decisions and actions are
required.6 To this end, expansion of the National Guideline
Clearinghouse guideline classification system has been
proposed.16 Ongoing research includes structured author-
ing or representation of CPG for computer-based im-
plementation.17 Different representation models (eg Arden
Syntax, PROforma, GLIF, PRODIGY, EON, DILEMMA,
Asbru, and GUIDE) are being tested, and there is consensus
about the importance of a common model.7,18,19 Moreover,
there is a growing interest in the integration of eCPGs into
electronic patient records. Finally, the legal liability of a
system that makes (or erroneously does not make) clinical
recommendations needs further exploration.4

Considerations for Hong Kong

The Hong Kong Hospital Authority manages 43 public
hospitals with over 28 000 beds. The Hospital Authority
has built a clinical information infrastructure, the Clinical
Management System, which supports direct clinician access
for data entry, appointment bookings, electronic ordering
of medication, laboratory and radiology tests, and electronic
retrieval of test results.20 The Clinical Management System
has been implemented in the in-patient and out-patient
settings in all Hospital Authority–managed hospitals and
hence provides the basis for incorporation of an eCPG
system, which could target common, chronic illnesses, such
as diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and ischaemic heart
disease.

Use of computerised reminders for diabetes
mellitus

To study the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of in-
corporating eCPGs into the Clinical Management System,
we are conducting a clinical trial to study the effectiveness
of providing computerised reminders. The system, which is
based on locally customised guidelines,21 will advise on
criteria for the referral of patients to a specialist diabetic
clinic and will remind doctors to perform regular ophthal-
mology and biochemical tests, such as assessment of
glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) levels. The hypothesis is that
eCPGs in the form of computer reminders will improve
the standard of care and increase appropriate referrals and

screening for patients with diabetes mellitus in general out-
patient clinics.

When patients present to general out-patient clinics, the
system will first check their eligibility for the use of the
diabetes guidelines by looking for a diagnosis of diabetes
mellitus or, as a proxy, a previous HbA1c result. For eligible
patients, the system will then check the patient records to
see whether there are any indicated tests, treatments, or
activities. Doctors at the clinic will be allocated randomly
to the intervention or control groups, and only doctors in
the intervention group will receive the computer alerts.

Conclusion

The use of eCPGs could improve the quality of health care
by providing standard and evidence-based medical care, and
by avoiding unnecessary investigations or delayed referrals.
Thus, eCPGs may benefit patients, clinicians, and the health
care system. While active research is ongoing in informatics
technology, the practical choice in Hong Kong is to adopt
automated computer-generated reminders according to
evidenced-based or expert consensus. Finally, although
eCPG systems may be useful partners to clinical medicine,
they should neither—and are not likely to—replace human
expertise, nor should they have the final say.
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